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Abstract. Code examples are key resources for helping programmers to
learn correct Application Programming Interface (API) usages efficiently.
However, most framework and library APIs fail in providing sufficient
and adequate code examples in corresponding official documentations.
Thus, it takes great programmers’ efforts to browse and extract API usage examples from websites. To reduce such effort, this paper proposes
a graph-based pattern-oriented mining approach, LFM-OUPD (Local
fitness measure for detecting overlapping usage patterns) for API usage
facility, that recommends proper API code examples from data analytics.
API method queries are accepted from programmers and corresponding
code files are collected from related API dataset. The detailed structural
links among API method elements in conceptual source codes are captured and generate a code graph structure. Lancichinetti et al. proposed
an overlapping community detecting algorithm (Local fitness measure,
LFM), based on the local optimization of a fitness function. In LFMOUPD, a mining algorithm based on LFM is presented to explore the
division of method sequences in the directed source code element graph
and detect candidates of different API usage patterns. Then a ranking
approach is applied to obtain appropriate API usage pattern and code
example candidates. A case study on Google Guava is conducted to evaluate the effectiveness of this approach.
Keywords: Graph Mining, Source Code Mining, API Usage Recommendation, Data Analytics
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Introduction

Open source libraries and frameworks has mushroomed in the nearly ten years.
Modern software industry cumulatively depends on third-party APIs provided
by open source organizations [22]. Inevitably, programmers extensively leverage Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) to implement functionality and
perform various tasks, which support code reuse and help unify programming
?
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experience. However, it is a tough task to select and utilize an appropriate API,
as APIs have grown exponentially and become more inseparable from software
development current days. For instance, to build a primary website using SpringMVC framework, programmers need to invoke dozens of APIs, including data
storage API, Java Messaging Service (JMS), ServletAPI and so on. The scope
of all these APIs’ skill sets are so broad that even the most experienced programmers need to spend lots of time to gain a thorough understanding of each
API. Furthermore, various barriers factors [13,6] cause APIs hard to learn, such
as insufficient or inadequate examples, unspecified issues with API’s structural
design, uncompleted or ambiguous documentation. Therefore, it is a critical job
for assisting programmers to fully comprehend APIs effectively and efficiently
with less effort.
Figure 1 shows the current state of practice: if programmers have questions
about an API, they have to browse the documentation or code examples even
articles on Internet for solutions manually. Also, they try to use APIs or ask
colleagues sometimes.

Fig. 1. Current State of Practice

In these cases, source code examples often emerge as a acknowledged resource
for programmers while learning usages of APIs [13]. This is also evident by the
rapid development of code search engines (CSEs). While the results returned
by CSEs are usually too massive for programmers to follow, so more researches
have been done on various clustering and ranking algorithms in the stage of
API usage results filter. Recent work [12,15,11,3] has helped programmers alleviate burden and better understand individual APIs. These approaches focus on
GitHub source code analyzing, API usage mining, API pattern clustering and
code candidates ranking.
API code usage information scatters on Internet including GitHub, official
documents, and Stack overflow, however there is not a systematic knowledge
base for this. These information usually suffers from deficiencies of irregular
structure, which is similar to a social network. In this situation network community discovery methods are suitable to explore the programming information
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raw data. In this paper, we propose an approach LFM-OUPD (Local fitness
measure for detecting overlapping usage patterns) for API usage facility from
data analytics perspective to help recommend proper code examples. We extract
corresponding API method sequences from dataset, and construct links among
API method elements, storing as graph structure. A mining algorithm based on
Local fitness measure (LFM) is provided to detect usage patterns. After identifying and ranking API usage pattern with various features, we select the most
appropriate code snippet for the programmers. At last, we conduct a comparison
experiment between LFM, LFM-OUPD and MAPO [22], using a Google Guava1
API case study. The results demonstrate that LFM-OUPD is more effective and
adopted to actual APIs compared with the other two approaches.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II summarizes
related work including various recommending systems and technologies. Section
III proposes an approach, LFM-OUPD, to detect and rank API usage pattern
in software repository and recommend proper code examples for programmers.
A case study on Google Guava is conducted to evaluate the effectiveness of this
approach in section IV. Lastly, we conclude this paper in section V.

2

Related Work

Helping programmers to learn how to use an API method has gained a considerable attention in recent year research. Several recommendation systems
[12,15,11,3] have been designed to suggest relevant API usage examples for supporting programming tasks. They can be organized in the categories according
to the data-mining mechanisms of their proposed techniques.
Some researches try to extract related information from numerous web pages,
then deliver uniform views to programmers. APIExamples [18] performs in-depth
analysis on the collected code snippets and descriptive texts from web pages,
including usage examples clustering and ranking. It provides two kinds of user
interaction style: an IDE plug-in and a web search portal.
Other contributions tried to leverage modern Q&A websites to provide efficient recommendations. Various technology forums offer concise answers and
rich technical contexts including executable code snippets. Example Overflow
[21] uses built-in social mechanisms of the popular technical forum, Stack Overflow2 to recommend embeddable and high quality code.
The most related contributions are those interested in mining API usage
pattern from common online code search engine and code snippet recommender.
Current CSEs nearly wholly leverage text-oriented information-retrieval(IR) techniques that disregards inherent structure of source code. To address this problem, researchers have presented numerous approaches [9,14,19,15,17] to improve
CSEs, further more, new recommendation engines are proposed. These are generally designed to work in the form of integrated development environment (IDE)
plug-in to interact with programmers. MAPO [22] mines API usage pattern
1
2
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from large number of code snippets gathered by online code search engines such
as Google Code Search.3 In particular, based on the BIDE algorithm, MAPO
combines frequent subsequence mining with clustering to mine closed sequential
pattern. In addition, it provides a recommender integrated with Eclipse IDE.
The main limitations of all the contribution mentioned above are that they
can’t detect common API usage patterns, and do not performs in-depth analysis
on the code graph structure. Our approach tries to resolves these limitations
and presents a new dimension of the API usage pattern detection. First, we
collect multiple API clients programs of the target studied API which help construct a graph structure. Then, a graph-based approach is presented to identify
candidates of different API method sequences and rank them with three appropriateness metrics. Finally, our approach detects common API usage patterns
which are used frequently in the same way by client programs and recommends
them to the programmers.

3

LFM-OUPD: An Approach for Proper API Usage
Pattern Recommendation

Aiming at addressing the issues during finding proper API code examples, we
propose a recommendation approach, LFM-OUPD (Local fitness measure for
detecting overlapping usage patterns). In LFM-OUPD, implicit API usage dependencies is modeled by API method call sequences, which are extracted from
the API implementation code. As its name implies, API method call sequence is
a series of API methods, which are used together to realize a specific function.
LFM-OUPD takes these API usage dependencies as the basis of recommendation, which can make the suggested API usage patterns (Section 3.1) more
appropriate for developers.

target API
method query

Programmers

Method Invocation
History Information
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Method Call
Sequence Graph
Constructor

search method
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information

Data Set

API Element
Links Graph

comprehensible code snippets
related to API usage
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API Usage
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Fig. 2. Overview of LFM-OUPD
3
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Figure 2 shows the overview of LFM-OUPD. At beginning, an API programmer specifies the name of an API method that needs code examples as a query.
Then, the API method invocation history information of target API method is
collected from the existing dataset. LFM-OUPD utilizes a method call sequence
graph constructor (Section 3.2) to capture the detailed structural links among
API method elements in conceptual source codes and generate a code graph
structure. An API usage pattern detector (Section 3.3) is proposed for classifying and mining different API usage patterns from the method call sequence
graph. An optimized candidate API usage recommender (Section 3.4) is also
required in processing and generating API usage pattern ranking list quickly.
Finally, the most comprehension-friendly code snippets, which are related to the
optimized API usage, are selected and recommended to the API programmers
(Section 3.5).

3.1

API Usage Pattern

Before interpreting approach LFM-OUPD, we provide a detailed definition of
API usage pattern. Our approach defines an API Usage Pattern (UP) as a sequence of API method calls. These API method calls have co-appeared relations,
namely, they are always located closely in the client programs. Every API usage
pattern is an exclusive subset of API call methods.
A fixed sequence of API method calls are usually located in different code
snippets, which have the same co-appeared relations and are expected to be
concluded into an API usage pattern. However, it is impossible to detect all
the possible target method usage scenarios. An approach is required to identify
possible API Usage Patterns from large amount of API’s client programs and
detect API’s usage scenarios. Therefore, our approach is designed to capture out
co-appeared relations among API’s methods, and offer proper code examples
relevant to the target API Usage Pattern.

3.2

Method Call Sequence Graph Constructor

Preparing Dataset For most APIs with rich set of client code on Internet,
potential sources files with code examples can be directly collected from existing
data source. Client code hosted on GitHub can provide enough valuable scenarios
on how to use various API methods. We need to collect code usage information
from GitHub at project level for detecting APIs across projects and extract the
references between methods of the client programs and the public methods of
APIs based on Eclipse’s JDT compiler [1]. The API usage dataset published
by Sawant and Bacchelli [16] just meets our basic requirement. This dataset
contains information about 5 APIs and how their public methods are utilized
over the course of their entire lifetime by 20,263 projects. Thus, we utilized it
in our approach to analyse the relevant API method usage information among
code snippets.

6
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Generating API Method Call Sequences This section aims at generating
API method call sequences of target query. In our approach, we consider the
code locations as API method calls when there is a super constructor call, a
method call or a class instance creation. To keep the issues simple, this paper
does not consider method overloading situation in user code, and more research
will be done in further.
Accepting the API method query from programmers, our approach performs
search on API usage dataset to obtain target API method invocation history
information. We locate all the class files where target API method ever appeared and collect these method invocation information in the class file level.
We generate a method call sequence for each class file, which performs a sequential traversal to collect API method calls. For example, the corresponding method call sequence of statement ’static Cache<Integer, String> cache =
CacheBuilder.newBuilder().expireAfterWrite(5, TimeUnit.SECONDS).build();’
is as follows.
com.google.common.cache.CacheBuilder.newBuilder
com.google.common.cache.CacheBuilder.expireAfterWrite
com.google.common.cache.CacheBuilder.build
In addition, the information about class name, project name, url access of Github
and so on are also collected and stored.

Constructing Links Among API Method Elements After generating corresponding API method call sequences, the detailed structural links among API
method elements in conceptual source codes are captured and generate a code
graph structure illustrated in figure 3.

Fig. 3. Method Sequence Call Graph
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Intuitively, the method call sequences across different java class files compose
a method call sequence graph together, with the linear method call sequence in
one file regarded as a sub-graph. In addition, the edge between two method
nodes in this graph is weighed by the frequency of their co-appearance.
Nodes in the graph represent API methods, e.g., ’com.google.common.cache.
CacheBuilder.newBuilder()’. The edge in this directed graph represents sequential flows from method to method based on the collected API method call sequences. Take for example, if there are three methods in a statement ’method1();
method2(); method3();’, we construct a graph structure as ’method1()–> method2()
–> method3()’, which means method2() appears followed by method1() and
method3() appears followed by method2() in this statement. In this case, method1()
–> method3() is not allowed, which should strictly follow the appearance location sequence.
Also, the weight of the edge represents the time count that two methods
are used together. The weight of edge is an important metric to evaluate the
tightness of two API method, which contributes to detect API usage pattern in
the latter section. Figure 4 shows an example of method call sequence graph.
Method ’com.google.common.cache.CacheBuilder.maximumSize()’ is located followed by method ’com.google.common.cache.CacheBuilder.newBuilder()’ in java
programs and the weight of their edge is 20. This means method newBuilder()
and maximunSize() are used together and located closely in 20 java class files.

Fig. 4. Method Sequence Call Graph Demo

3.3

API Usage Pattern Detector

The method call sequence graph can be treated as a directed weighted complex
network. We transfer the API usage pattern detecting question to the exploration
question of high weight and high density method call sequences. Recent years,
researchers propose many classical community detecting algorithms [10,20,5,8]
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to investigate complex networks and their natural characteristics. Lancichinetti
et al. [7] proposed an overlapping community detecting algorithm (Local fitness
measure, LFM), based on the local optimization of a fitness function. In this
section, we propose a local extension algorithm of detecting overlapping usage
patterns (LFM-OUPD) based on LFM.
Directed Degree Centrality of Method Node In the directed weighted code
graph, the large directed degree centrality of a method node usually means that
the node is in the center of overall code network, and this node is also densely
connected to the neighbouring method nodes. This kind of node is called core
seed node of the directed source code graph. The directed degree centrality of one
node is affected by weighted in-degree and out-degree of the node. We introduce
a definition of directed degree centrality Ci of node i as follows,
Ci = ωCiin + (1 − ω)Ciout
Ciin

(1)

nodej , Ciout

where
represents the weighted in-degree of
represents the weighted
out-degree, and ω is the weight parameter, which is used to adjust the weight of
in-degree and out-degree in the directed degree centrality.
Neighbourhood Calculation Rules LFM-OUPD utilizes the idea of detecting communities through a local optimization of some metric, which has already
been applied earlier [2,4]. This approach selects a core seed node as the initial
sub-graph, and continuously extends this sub-graph by adding neighbour node
until the fitness function of the usage pattern community reaches the maximization. Thus, It is helpful to introduce the neighbourhood calculation rules of a
sub-graph community.
Assuming U Pi is the ith element in a set of UPs, the neighbour nodes of U Pi
is identified as successor of leaf nodes in U Pi , and predecessor of root nodes in
U Pi . Considering the characteristics of method sequence diagram, we don’t take
successor or predecessor of other nodes in U Pi into consideration when finding
neighbour nodes. As the code snippets are naturally existing as a single directed
method chain diagram, the mined results are expected to be a method sequence
diagram, which only one-way direction flow is permitted. It is noteworthy that,
if there is a sub-ring in the method sequence call graph, we treat the sub-ring as
a whole to determine whether it is a root or leaf node, and find their common
successor or predecessor.
Figure 4 interprets the neighbourhood calculation rules. For a Usage Pattern
with three API methods B, C and D, its leaf node is method D, and its root
node is method B, so its neighbourhood are method A1, A2, E1 and E2. For a
Usage Pattern with three API methods B, C and F, there is a sub-ring in it,
that is method C and D. Here we treat method C and F as a whole leaf method
node, so its neighbourhood are method A1, A2 and G.
Directed Fitness Function of API Usage Patterns Directed Fitness Function of API Usage Patterns f(U P i ) is utilized to measure the extent of impact
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Fig. 5. Neighbourhood Calculation Example

when a node joins the API usage pattern U P i . The basic assumption behind
our algorithm is that the internal nodes in an API usage pattern is much more
densely connected to each other compared with the relationships of other nodes.
Thus, when f(U P i ) reaches the peak, optimal division of a method sequence U P i
is produced. If one node has a significant impact on its neighbourhood sequences,
the node is divided into multiple API usage patterns, and then the overlapping
method sequence structure is formed. Consider the characteristics of directed
weighted edge graph structure, f(U P i ) is defined as follows,
f (P Ui ) =

in
(Wall

+

in
Wall
out
in
Wleaf +

out in )α
Wroot

(2)

in
in out
where Wall
represents total weight of edges between nodes in U P i , Wleaf
represents total weight of edges directed from leaf nodes of U P i to neighbour
out in
nodes, Wroot
represents total weight of edges directed from neighbour nodes
to root node of U P i , and α is the threshold parameter used to control the size
of the API usage pattern produced. Considering the characteristics of method
call sequence graph and neighbour nodes calculation rules, the method sequence
list is required to be single directed. Thus, the fitness function only cares about
the edges directed to the root node of U P i from external nodes, and the edges
directed from leaf nodes of U P i to the external nodes, when calculating weights
between edges of U P i and outside.

API Usage Patterns Detecting Algorithm Based on LFM, the core idea
of our algorithm is to start from the core seed nodes in the API method call
sequence graph, and constantly merge the neighbour to produce the API usage
pattern. Firstly, the node with the largest directed degree centrality is found as
the core seed node, and then the neighbour nodes with the greatest influence on
the directed fitness function f(U P i ) are merged continuously. Finally, the API
usage pattern U P i is produced until the merging process comes to convergence.
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Algorithm 1 API usage patterns detecting algorithm based on LFM
Input: Method sequence call graph G(V, E, M ), α=0.3;
Output: Usage patterns set U P ;
1: for all Method node vi ∈ V do
2:
Calculate the directed degree centrality Ci of vi ;
3: end for
4: Initialize the Usage patterns set U P = Ø;
5: Initialize the current usage pattern U Pj = Ø, j = 0;
6: Initialize the current method node set Vc = V ;
7: Initialize the maximum fitness function fmax = 0;
8: for Vc 6= Ø do
9:
Set the seed node vs = {vi | max Ci }
vi ∈Vc

10:
Set U Pj = vs ;
11:
Calculate the set of all neighbor nodes of U Pj , denoted by Vn ;
12:
for all vi ∈ Vn do
13:
Add vi to U Pj and calculate f (U Pj );
14:
Set l = 0;
15:
if f (U Pj ) ≥ fmax then
16:
fmax = f (U Pj ), l = i;
17:
end if
18:
Delete vi from U Pj ;
19:
end for
20:
if l==0 then
21:
Add U Pj to U P , j = j + 1;
22:
else
23:
Add vl to U Pj ;
24:
Do step 11-25;
25:
end if
26:
Update the current method node set Vc = Vc − U Pj
27: end for
28: return U P

After forming a usage pattern, select the core node in the rest nodes to continue
the next division of the usage pattern, and ultimately all the nodes in the graph
are partitioned into usage patterns. Algorithm 1 describe the overall process of
detecting API usage patterns.
3.4

Candidate API Usage Recommender

After usage patterns are detected by our approach, we select UP results containing user query(the target API method chose by the user) as API usage pattern
candidates. Candidate API patterns ranking mechanism is also required to evaluate the score of usage pattern candidates and assist to pick appropriate ones.
There are three appropriateness metrics, cohesiveness, availability and representation to calculate the final score, which is positive correlated with the ranking
of an API usage pattern. The range of these three metrics is all between 0 and
1. The final score is the sum of these three metrics. The higher this score values,
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the more appropriate the API usage is for recommendation. After usage pattern
candidate lists are recommended according to the ranking phase, users can select
an interested usage pattern to browse related code examples.
Cohesiveness The cohesiveness metric evaluates the aggregation of API method
calls within a usage pattern. A usage pattern with higher cohesiveness is tended
to be more frequent and significant. The cohesiveness metric for a usage patin
tern UP is determined by the weight of the usage pattern Wall
(U P ) and the
total weight of the method call sequence graph T otalW eight(G). For example,
in
if there is a usage pattern, whose Wall
(U P ) is 49, and the T otalW eight(G)
of the method call sequence graph is 200, the cohesiveness(U P ) is 0.245. The
formulation for cohesiveness is shown as follows.
cohesiveness(U P ) =

in
Wall
(U P )
T otalW eight(G)

(3)

Availability The availability metric evaluates the significance of a usage pattern. A usage pattern with higher availability is tended to be more universal for
demonstrating a specific API method usage scenario. The availability metric for a
usage pattern UP is determined by CSN um(U P ) and CSN um(T argetQuery).
CSN um(U P ) represents the number of code snippet (CS) where all the API
method calls of the API usage pattern are used in. CSN um(T argetQuery) represents the number of code snippet where the target method query call is ever
used in. The formulation for availability is shown as follows.
availability(U P ) =

CSN um(U P )
CSN um(T argetQuery)

(4)

For example, the target method call is ’method1()’ and there are 40 code snippets
including ’method1()’. The detected usage pattern is the method call sequence
’method1, method2, method3()’, and there are 15 code snippets containing these
three methods. Then the availability is 15/40, that is 0.375.
Representation The representation metric evaluates the portion of third-party
method calls in the usage pattern calls. Methods invoked by a developer’s own
class will decrease the representation of a usage pattern. A usage pattern with
higher representation is tended to be more representative and comprehensible.
For a usage pattern with higher representation, the developer can filter useful
information out of the noise during code review with less effort. The representation metric for a usage pattern UP is determined by the number of third-party
method calls T hirdP artyM CN um(U P ) and the total number of method calls
M CN um(U P ) appearing in the UP.
representation(U P ) =

T hirdP artyM CN um(U P )
M CN um(U P )

(5)
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3.5

Candidate Code Examples Recommender

We use the following recommendation mechanism to rank code examples of
target API usage pattern and pick the code snippets with the best demonstrative
effect: we prefer code snippet with less lines; prefer examples containing more
comments; prefer code examples using less API methods apart from those in the
target API usage pattern.
For a target API usage pattern, code snippets containing all the corresponding methods are gathered from the existing dataset. To select appropriate code
snippet, we use three criterion, number of code lines LineN um(CS), descriptive textural comments CommentN um(CS) and number of API method calls
of usage pattern M CN um(U P ) to calculate the ranking score. The formula is
shown as follows.
M CN um(U P )
1
M CN um(U P )
+
+
(6)
Score(CS) =
LineN um(CS)
M CN um(CS)
CommentN um(CS)
In addition, if there is not a comment in code snippet, we set default value as
0.5. The lower this score values, the more appropriate the code snippets are for
recommendation.

4

Case Study

We conducted an experimental case study on LFM, MAPO and LFM-OUPD.
The case study is performed to investigate whether LFM-OUPD can assist programmers to figure out API usage patterns and locate code examples effectively.
4.1

Setup

To establish the current graph dataset, we focus our effort on one programming
language, Java, and select one specific API library, Google Guava.4 This made
our data collection and processing more relevant and manageable. We utilized
dataset offered by Sawant and Bacchelli [16], which extracts method invocation and annotation references information about Google Guava API from 3013
projects.
LFM and LFM-OUPD are realized using Python language. LFM-OUPD implementation supports the recommendation of code snippets for a framework
API implemented in Java. All experiments are carried out on a machine with
CPU 2.7 GHz Intel Core i5, 8 GB RAM.
4.2

CacheBuilder Method Case

The CacheBuilder class5 in Google Guava provides support to actually construct
cache instances and set the desired features. It uses fluent style of building and
provides various options of setting properties on the cache.
4
5

https://github.com/google/guava
https://google.github.io/guava/releases/17.0/api/docs/com/google/
common/cache/CacheBuilder.html
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We conducted a comparison experiment study on LFM, MAPO and LFMOUPD. The study aims to investigate whether LFM-OUPD can assist programmers locate API pattern and code snippet examples of interest efficiently. LFM
returns 2484 API usage patterns from the API method-based sequences graph.
There are 16 API usage patterns containing target API method. Table 1 illustrates the performance of top 5 API usage patterns. Obviously, their performance is not satisfying enough to support recommendation. Moreover, only two
of them are valid usage patterns that correctly demonstrate CacheBuilder usages. However, these two method call sequences still miss approaches compared
with representative code snippets.
Table 1. API Usage Patterns Returned by LFM
PID Cohesiveness Availability Representative
Mapped API Usage
1
0.82
0
1
Non-representative API usage
2
0.84
0
0.83
Non-representative API usage
3
0.62
0.15
0.67
CacheBuilder set testing timed eviction
4
0.44
0.1
0.87
CacheBuilder set size-based eviction
5
0.25
0
0.92
Non-representative API usage

LFM-OUPD returns 1712 API usage patterns from the API method-based
sequences graph. There are 76 API usage patterns containing target API method
CacheBuilder.newBuilder(). Table 2 illustrates the performance of top 10 API
usage patterns sorted by ranking scores.
Table 2. API Usage Patterns Returned by LFM-OUPD
PID Cohesiveness Availability Representative
Mapped API Usage
1
0.82
0.1
1
CacheBuilder set size-based eviction
2
0.78
0.102
1
CacheBuilder set timed eviction
3
0.77
0.1
0.875
CacheBuilder set testing timed eviction
4
0.62
0.104
1
CacheBuilder set reference-based eviction
5
0.67
0.65
1
Initialization mechanism from a CacheLoader
6
0.66
0.34
1
Initialization mechanism from a Callable
7
0.54
0.08
1
Mechanism of explicit removals
8
0.52
0.07
1
Mechanism of removal listeners
9
0.08
0.01
0.67
Sequence pattern contains developer’s test code
10
0.05
0.01
0.43
Sequence pattern contains isolated approach

Column ’Mapped API Usage’ interprets the mapping between detected API
usage patterns and their mapped usage implementation mechanisms. There are
eight valid usage pattern candidates that correctly demonstrate CacheBuilder
usages. Method call sequence candidates from pattern 1 to 4 demonstrate mechanism of setting eviction cache features with different requestor objects and
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attributes. Method call sequence of pattern 5 demonstrates mechanism of initialization from a CacheLoader. API usage pattern 6 demonstrates mechanism
of initialization from a Callable. API usage candidates 7 and 8 demonstrate
mechanism of reference-based eviction.
Taking the mapped API usage 5 as an example, the corresponding method
call sequence for ’initialization from a CacheLoader’ usage is as follows.
com.google.common.cache.CacheBuilder.newBuilder
com.google.common.cache.CacheBuilder.maximumSize
com.google.common.cache.CacheBuilder.build
com.google.common.cache.LoadingCache.get
Code snippet of ’CacheBuilder.newBuilder’ for this pattern recommended by
LFM-OUPD is illustrated in figure 6. To better understand this API usage,
method calls appearing in pattern 5 are marked in red lines. This is a code snippet
helping programmers to study how to initialize a cache using a ChacheLoader
class.

Fig. 6. Code Snippet of ’CacheBuilder.newBuilder’

Table 3 presents a comparison of other two approaches and LFM-OUPD.
As the table shows, for the given 8 API usages, LFM-OUPD could detect and
recommend all related API usage patterns based on user query, while the other
two approaches’ recommended results are subset of usage patterns returned by
LFM-OUPD. Thus, our approach performs better than LFM and MAPO.
The case study results demonstrate that LFM-OUPD is effective for assisting programmers to identify different API usages. Also, LFM-OUPD greatly
help programmers pick up appropriate representative code examples transformed
from API usage candidates with less selecting and modification effort.
Furthermore, comparing with LFM, LFM-OUPD approach enhances the cohesiveness, availability, representative metric dramatically and could offer more
representative API usage patterns. This can help programmers figure out more
usage examples of target method.
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Table 3. API Usage Patterns Returned by three approaches

5

PID

Mapped API Usage

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

CacheBuilder set size-based eviction
CacheBuilder set timed eviction
CacheBuilder set testing timed eviction
CacheBuilder set reference-based eviction
Initialization mechanism from a CacheLoader
Initialization mechanism from a Callable
Mechanism of explicit removals
Mechanism of removal listeners

LFM- LFM MAPO
OUPD
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
N
Y
N
Y
Y
N
Y
Y
N
Y
Y
N
N

Conclusion

In this work , an approach, LFM-OUPD, is proposed to recommend proper code
examples for assisting programmers learning API more efficiently. LFM-OUPD
is a graph-based approach, using community detecting approach to detect API
usage patterns, which exits as high weight and density sub-graph in the API
method call sequence graph. The detailed structural links among API method
elements in conceptual source codes are captured and stored as graph structure.
In LFM-OUPD, a mining algorithm based on LFM is presented to detect candidates of different API usage patterns. Also three appropriateness metrics are
provided to assist ranking and recommending usage pattern. The effectiveness
of LFM-OUPD is evaluated through a comparison case study. The study results
demonstrate that, given an API method, LFM-OUPD can detect its various
usages and recommend reliable code examples.
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